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The area in Algeria with dominant
populations of Kabyles

The Kabyles, part of the original Berber population of Maghreb, inhabit a
mountianous region in central-eastern Algeria. In the 1950s, Pierre
Bourdieu spent several years in Kabylia doing ethnographic field work at a
time when the original economy, built on strong structures of reciprocity
and maintaining honour, was clashing with the economism penetrating
from the outside.

Kabylian Dance and Music

Lounes Matoub
murdered folk singer hero
Lounes Matoub was a popular left-wing Kabylian folk singer who was
murdered during the Algerian civil war. He had emerged as a symbol of
secular and autonomous Kabylia, which would be able to protect its language
and culture. He was on both the islamists and the generals’ hit list and to this
day it is not known which side assasinated him.

Kabylian mountain village

The economy in Kabylian society was built around what Bourdieu calls
‘good faith’: an set of elaborate schemes of ostensibly gift exchanges,
embedded in a society where classifications of sex, age, relation to
productive activities, etc. were institutionalized by strong customs, ritual,
and mythologies handed down from generation to generation. The fact is
that all economies contains ‘good faith’ exchanges, even Western
capitalism, although it is traits that have become very weak.

Train station in Tizi-ouzou, main city of Kabylia, early twentieth century

Bourdieu discovered that the rigid structures of Kabylian society, in which
traditions and networks of close-knit relationships guided everyday life, could
be seen as templates of the general social phenomena that frame the
organization of any society. Although apparently lost in Western societies,
what is lost is only the rigidity, the patterns of structuration of social life
continue to exist, albeit exhibiting complexity that makes it less identifiable.

Mountain village

On basis of structures seen in Kabylian society, Bourdieu developed a set of
generalized categories in the seminal work, “Outline of a Theory of
Practice” (1972). The economic field is a structured social space, produced
by agents with inscribed habitus and enculturated dispositions; all knit
together by common beliefs, doxa, which internalizes hierarchical structures
and power relations so that they are felt to be the natural order of things.

A key observation is that every
established order produces a
naturalization of its own
arbitrariness.
The naturalization will lead to an
experience of correspondence
between the objective classes and
the internalized classes; concretely,
between social phenomena and
mental structures.

Market in Kabylian town
Market in Kabylian
town

When there is a correspondence
between objective order and
subjective principles of
organization, the natural and social
world appears as a self-evident
unity. This is a function of what
Bourdieu called doxa.

The social field is structured on two
levels, constituted in a hierarchical
order:
A) the level of doxa, which
transforms a host of practices into
becoming ‘that which goes without
saying’ (Bourdieu), even though they
might represent an arbitrar y
classification of things.

Young Kabyle woman, c1917. In many early
photos, women have uncovered breasts,
pointing to that the Kabyles with regards
to gender roles and sexuality have strong
cultural differences from the surrounding
Arab culture.

B) a subordinated level of practices
established between agents
occupying operational positions in a
field, in particular when contacts
have recurring patterns. These
practices can also be interpreted by
the concept of satisficing (Herbert
Simon).

Representation of Doxa versus Opinion, from “Outline”

Schemes of thought and perception produce the naturalization of an
interpretation of objectivity. Thus, misrecognitions will limit the universe of
possible cognitions, of what can be said and thought. These limits reduce
the universe of discourses and refute potential counter arguments as being
outside of the bounds of ‘that which goes without saying’. This, in turn, limits
the choice of possibles when faced with problems.

Habitus is partly formed by classbased enculturation, much of it taking
place in early life. It combines the
individual’s agency roles with the
doxa these roles embed in.
Habitus develops a system of social
signalling that often contains class
dependent fixtures.

Doxa of neoliberal capitalism. From
“Distinction. A Social Critique of the
Judgement of Tastes.” Bourdieu, 1979.

Social signalling will form on both
conscious and unconscious levels. It
includes tastes for food, furniture,
clothes, and paroles (group-based
speech patterns). In North American
social contexts, it notably includes
tastes for cars and habits related to
the preponderant activity of driving.

In malls, symbolism of uncontested economism reinforces the
doxa of capitalism. In countries, such as China, super-malls have
become the symbols of the death of the communist comrade
and birth of the Western-style consumer

Structuration supported by doxa ensembles will exist in all societies.
Dependent upon the path history of the given society's socio-economic
spaces, manifestation of structures becomes meta social signifiers. In Western
societies, ‘good faith’ exchanges and execution of social roles based on the
importance of the preservation of honour are pushed to the background,
being replaced by the logic of economism and crass self-interests.

Nürnberg rally, 1934: the Nazis discovered how pageantry and arousing
symbolism could work in shifting popular doxa to their advantage

Power structures imposed on a society will, in order to protect the
classifications and the hierarchically structured order they depend upon,
attempt to twist the dominant doxa so that it gives the structured power
hierarchy a feel of being part of an objective order.
Propaganda attempts to neuter opinions of contest by moving the defence
of the established power structure into the realm of doxa, so that it
becomes protected by deep-seated misrecognitions.

Doxa-enforcing narratives of modern politics are loaded with Orwellian Newspeak.
where consequences of politics are tagged as their opposites. Symbolism of pageantry
plays an active part in enhancing the transformative status of the conquered roles.

Due to their complexities, modern societies incur struggles for the
predominant doxa that objectify the misrecognition of reality.
The neoliberal paroles use the vocabulary of neoclassical economics to
portray social positions of inequality engendered by the processes of
capitalist accumulation as ‘that which goes without saying’; that is, the
inequalities are presented as inevitable objectifications of reality.

The doxa circle combines the Bourdieusian diagram of doxa with Gunnar
Myrdal’s principle of circular cumulative causation (CCC). If activities and
feedback loops are the result of decisions made within the doxa sphere, a
tendency to form vicious cycles of social deterioration will set in.

Homelessness is good for the statistics - since they have ‘left the active
labour force’ they don’t count anywhere.

Since socio-political beliefs often are embedded in stubborn doxa, the
awakening of critical political consciousness can seldom be accomplished by
discourse alone. However, doxa-based social structures will inevitably lead
to deterioration of many aspects of the socio-economic structures, creating
contradictions that over time create cracks in the postulated
objectifications, and question their validity as true representations of reality.

Alexandra Park, May 1st, 2011
If one is capable of giving systematic expressions to the extra-ordinary
experiences that an epoch of contradictions will provoke, a reality based on
empowering critical discourses and logic of arguments, in other words a
reality where the doxa is pushed back, moves into the field of possibles.
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